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Abstract
Exposure toMycobacterium tuberculosis (Mtb) aerosols is a major threat to tuberculosis

(TB) researchers, even in bio-safety level-3 (BSL-3) facilities. Automation and high-

throughput screens (HTS) in BSL3 facilities are essential for minimizing manual aerosol-

generating interventions and facilitating TB research. In the present study, we report the de-

velopment and validation of a high-throughput, 24-well ‘spot-assay’ for selecting bactericid-

al compounds against Mtb. The bactericidal screen concept was first validated in the fast-

growing surrogateMycobacterium smegmatis (Msm) and subsequently confirmed in Mtb

using the following reference anti-tubercular drugs: rifampicin, isoniazid, ofloxacin and eth-

ambutol (RIOE, acting on different targets). The potential use of the spot-assay to select

bactericidal compounds from a large library was confirmed by screening on Mtb, with paral-

lel plating by the conventional gold standard method (correlation, r2 = 0.808). An automated

spot-assay further enabled an MBC90 determination on resistant and sensitive Mtb clinical

isolates. The implementation of the spot-assay in kinetic screens to enumerate residual Mtb

after either genetic silencing (anti-sense RNA, AS-RNA) or chemical inhibition corroborated

its ability to detect cidality. This relatively simple, economical and quantitative HTS consid-

erably minimized the bio-hazard risk and enabled the selection of novel vulnerable Mtb tar-

gets and mycobactericidal compounds. Thus, spot-assays have great potential to impact

the TB drug discovery process.

Introduction
Tuberculosis continues to pose a major threat to mankind at a global level [1]. Existing anti-TB
drugs have almost become obsolete because of poor compliance and the emergence of multiple
drug resistance (MDR), extensive drug resistance (XDR) and total drug resistance (TDR) [1].
Furthermore, the discovery of novel anti-TB agents has been hampered by the inherently slow
growing (doubling in 16–24 hrs.) and highly infectious nature ofMtb. The aerosol
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transmissibility of the infection [2,3] confines TB research to highly specialized bio-
containment BSL3 facilities [4]. It remains a challenge to speed up the drug discovery process
to identify new bactericidal and sterilizing compounds and provide a definitive cure for
TB patients.

Whole-cell screening (WCS) assays are fueling the early discovery of new lead compounds
in various disciplines from infections to cancer [5]. There are many examples of chemical leads
emerging purely fromWCS strategies and compounds that have progressed to the clinic (e.g.,
TMC 207 or Bedaquiline, an anti-TB compound) [6]. Early discovery programs are increasing-
ly adopting WCS strategies because of the demonstrated speed, feasibility of high-throughput
screening (HTS), miniaturization [7] and enhanced sensitivity of reporter gene signal amplifi-
cation assays in recombinant strains either in Mtb or fast-growing surrogate mycobacteria
[8,9,10]. Although these microbes grow faster, the differences in susceptibility, drug penetra-
tion and target differences in surrogates [10] may lead to higher attrition rates. The same is
true for faster readouts [11].

Generally, most available HTS methods select only static hits in minimum inhibitory con-
centration (MIC)-based assays, but these tests are based on only Mtb growth inhibition.
Among the available screening systems, BACTEC-TB 460 and MGIT-TB 960 are quantitative
but not capable of high-throughput analysis, and they require expensive specialized instru-
ments and media. The high-throughput screening assays, viz. the Microplate Alamar Blue
Assay (MABA) and the REsazurin-based Microplate Assay (REMA), are high throughput, but
these assays merely provide MIC information and do not predict the cidal capacity of the test
compounds. In addition, there are reporter-based assays, such as luciferase (lux), or green fluo-
rescent proteins (GFP), that require modifications for each strain [12]. Therefore, it is impor-
tant to develop methods that can detect the anti-TB cidality potential or minimum bactericidal
concentration (MBC) of inhibitors directly on Mtb during early screening. Bactericidal screen-
ing would have greater physiological relevance because ‘cidality’ is the real indicator of
bacterial death.

Detecting the bactericidal activity of compounds requires the plating and enumeration of
survivors (bacterial colonies) [13] after determining the MIC [14]. However, only a few selected
compounds can be tested for MBC studies because of several challenges. It is technically very
laborious and low throughput to plate out various dilutions of drug-treated samples and then
identify the minimal concentration that kills the bacteria (MBC�2 log10 reduction in cfu). It
takes a minimum of 3 weeks to grow readable colonies of Mtb. Therefore, new approaches for
selecting bactericidal anti-TB compounds and essential targets are urgently required to acceler-
ate the drug discovery cascade rather than adding cidality through retrospective chemical mod-
ifications [15]. The objective of this study was to validate and apply a BSL-3-compliant, high-
throughput spot-assay to enumerate Mtb survivors following microbicide treatment using ei-
ther chemicals (compounds) or genetic manipulation (e.g., by AS-RNA, one of the novel ap-
proaches to select bactericidal targets [16,17]).

Hence, we hypothesized and validated a bio-safety-compliant, high-throughput ‘spot-assay’
for Mtb cfu enumeration. Applying the spot-assay to kinetic screens in the BSL3 facility ex-
tended its utility for selecting tuberculocidal compounds and cidal targets in a bio-safe and
efficient manner.

Materials and Methods
Understanding the complexity of HTS logistics, especially in a BSL3 facility, is the key to
screening programs. We incorporated several automations, e.g., assay plate preparation (Bio-
mek-Fx, Beckman Coulter Biomek FXWorkstation), ready-to-use Mtb culture stock
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preparation (frozen, enumerated), culture dispensation (Multidrop-Combo), a results readout
(SpectramaxPLUS384), agar dispensation (Automed media dispenser), MBC culture spotting on
24-well agar plates (12 channel/multichannel Pipetman and Biomek-2000 system housed in a
customized bio-safety cabinet) and data upload (Hbase, which is sophisticated software for
data analysis).

Bacterial strains, media, chemicals and reagents
Mtb H37Rv ATCC27294 wild type (WT); sensitive (ATCC28218, ATCC35811, Erdman, Bei-
jing, Harlingen, CDC1551, HN878, SA161, SA310, TN14149, SJ396, DKU76, 97A, 211 and
220) and single drug-resistant (SDR) clinical strains of Mtb (ATCC35820, ATCC35822, S6570,
I2253 and O12119) and Msm ATCC607 were obtained from the AstraZeneca India (AZI)
strain collection. All chemicals and reference drugs, namely, rifampicin, isoniazid, ofloxacin,
ethambutol, tetracycline and streptomycin, were procured from Sigma Chemical Co. Drug so-
lutions were prepared in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), Milli-Q water or as otherwise specified.
The bacterial culture media, which were Middlebrook-7H9 broth (Cat#271310) for determin-
ing the minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) and 7H10 agar (Cat#254521) for determin-
ing the minimum bactericidal concentration (MBC), were procured form Becton Dickinson-
Difco. The plastic ware used was as follows: 384-well assay plates for the MIC studies (Greiner
Inc., Cat# 781186) and Petri plates and multi-24-well plates (Costar#3524) for the
MBC studies.

A schematic of the initial standardization and validation
The spot-assay began with a 384-well culture plate (MIC/assay plate) as the first step. The MIC
was setup per the CLSI [14] guidelines. In brief, for MIC testing, the compounds or the refer-
ence drugs Rifampicin, Isoniazid, Ofloxacin and Ethambutol (RIOE) were dispensed as serial
2-fold dilutions from the highest to the lowest concentrations (column 2 through column 11
and column 14 through column 23, Fig. 1) and used to determine the 10-concentration dose
response (10c-DR); maximum start concentrations of RIOE of 128, 16, 4 and 8μg/ml, respec-
tively, were tested for Msm. The culture was added at a final start inoculum of approximately
3–7x105 cfu/ml, and after incubation of the plates for 3 days at 37°C, the growth of the colonies
was monitored at O.D.600nm using a spectrophotometer (SpectramaxPLUS384), and the data
were recorded. The lowest drug concentration that inhibited�80% growth was considered the
MIC. Following the completion of an MIC assay, the cultures were aspirated and spotted on to
24-well agar plates to enumerate the cfus.

Multi-well culture spotting from the MIC plate wells to the 24-well agar plates was per-
formed with a multichannel Pipetman (12-channel, Fig. 1, 2) and later using a Biomek-2000, a
robotic liquid handling system. After spotting the culture, 24-well agar plates were incubated at
37°C in a CO2 incubator for 3–4 days for Msm and for 3–4 weeks in the case of Mtb.

1. The minimum culturable volume for spotting on 24-well agar beds
An initial optimization was performed with fast-growing surrogate Msm ATCC607. A de-

tailed study was performed with a log-phase culture of Msm by spotting 100μl of culture
(100μlX1 plate, 50μlX2, 25μlX4, 12.5μlX8, 6.25μlX16, 3.125μlX32 and 1.56μlX64 plates) direct-
ly or with doubly diluted cultures on 24-well plates and on Petri plates, in parallel, to enumer-
ate the dispensed cfu/ml. The total plated volume was kept constant at 100μl (e.g. 1.56μl plated
on 64 plates as 1.56μlX64 = 100μl, another 100μl as 3.12μlX32 = 100μl, and so on until
100μlX1) for precision, uniformity and comparison across cfus; however, the volumes were di-
vided into different numbers of plates.

2. Drug carry-over assay
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i) Bioassay
Five drugs, namely, rifampicin (R), streptomycin (S), ofloxacin (O), tetracycline (T) and iso-

niazid (I), were absorbed into 24-well agar plates for 4 hrs. at 37°C at the maximum tested con-
centrations (RIOST tested at 64, 8, 8, 2 and 16μg/ml concentrations) along with the quality
control (QC). Drug-impregnated agar blocks were punched from these plates and tested by dif-
fusion assays on a lawn culture of Msm. The zone of inhibition was recorded after incubation.

ii) Cfu enumeration
Isoniazid, a bactericidal drug, was used to test this concept because it is a mycobacteria-specific

inhibitor. Hence, this drug was used as a QC drug to ensure that no non-mycobacterial/ rapid-
growing bacterial contamination occurred during the assay. The Msm culture was exposed to
concentrations in a range of 16–0.03μg/ml. Twenty-five microliter aliquots from the control and
isoniazid-containing wells were transferred immediately after drug exposure and plated, in paral-
lel, on 24-well and Petri plates. Following the incubation of these agar plates, the cfus were enu-
merated, and the data were plotted and compared to evaluate drug carry-over, if there was any.

3. Spot-assay inM. smegmatis using the reference drugs Rifampicin, Isoniazid, Ofloxacin
and Ethambutol (RIOE)

The MIC was the starting point for the spot-assay, and it was setup according to the CLSI
guidelines [14] for 384-well plates, as described above. Spot-assay method validation was per-
formed by using reference drugs (RIOE) on the fast-growing surrogate mycobacteria- Msm
ATCC607 to obtain faster results and to incorporate rapid modifications. The spot-assay for
MBC was performed by accurately dispensing 25-μl culture volumes onto 24-well agar plates
in parallel with the conventional Petri plates (85-mm diameter) for comparison (Fig. 2a, b).
The entire set of 15–20 plates was swirled together instead of laboriously culture-streaking
them onto individual plates. The plates were incubated at 37°C for 3 days, and the cfus were

Fig 1. A plate map for the MIC in a 384-well plate. A total of 30 test compounds/plate (2 compounds/row)
could be tested as a 10-concentration dose response (10c-DR as A2–11 to P2–11 and A14–23 to N14–23).
Quality controls (QC): Columns 1 and 13 = media controls (MC), columns 12 and 24 = culture controls (CC).
The 31st and 32nd rows = reference drug controls (e.g., isoniazid in rows O&P14 to O&P23) and rows MN14
to MN23 were used for additional reference drug QC, if required. Culture addition was performed with the
Multidrop-Combi liquid handling system, and incubation was performed at 37°C for 3–4 days (Msm) and 3–4
weeks (Mtb). Post-incubation, the MIC data were recorded using a spectrophotometer (Spectramax384Plus) at
O.D.600nm.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0117577.g001
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enumerated. Three independent experiments (inter-experiment variation) with triplicate sets
(intra-experiment variation) for each experiment were compared by a parallel conventional
plating method. The MBC was the concentration at which the bacterial cfu was reduced by�2
log10 from the starting inoculum (~3–7X105 cfu/ml). The automation was built at every step to
increase the throughput and robustness.

4. Spot-assay ofM. tuberculosis using the reference drugs RIOE
The methods, protocols and test conditions validated in Msm were applied to Mtb for the

final proof of concept and implementation. The MIC of Mtb H37Rv ATCC27294 was deter-
mined by using reference drugs (RIOE at 2, 2, 8 and 32μg/ml respectively). The spot-assay was
performed on 24-well plates in triplicate to build consistency. The plates were incubated at 37°
C for 3–4 weeks, and the cfu data were recorded (Fig. 2b).

5. Spot-assay automation in Mtb (Biomek-2000)
The primary objective of this screen was to develop a cidality screen for testing sensitive and

MDR strains of Mtb under BSL3 containment. Once the whole process layout had been estab-
lished, automation was incorporated at the most crucial culture dispensing stage. Because the
Biomek arm moves horizontally, the culture-dispensing schematic was changed from vertical
(row-wise i.e. from row A of a 384-well plate to row A of a 24-well plate, and so on) to horizon-
tal (column-wise i.e. from column 1 of a 384-well plate to column 1 of a 24-well plate, and so
on). The Biomek was housed in a customized bio-safety cabinet to contain the aerosols gener-
ated during the culture transfer procedures.

6. Screening a compound library on Mtb
A set of 250 compounds from a single-point inhibition WCS was taken up for MIC confir-

mation in a 10c-DR (test compounds from 60μM to 0.1μM and the reference control drug iso-
niazid from 16–0.031μM) and subsequently for MBC by spot-assay using a Biomek-2000 for
culture transfers. No manual culture spreading was required, which considerably reduced the
time and the generation of aerosols in the bio-safety cabinet. A set of 20–25 plates was swirled,
instead of streaking; the plates were incubated at 37°C for 3–4 weeks under appropriate bio-
safety conditions. A schematic card was prepared for rapid data assessment. The data were re-
corded once growth/colonies appeared on the culture control wells.

Fig 2. The schematics of spotting from an MIC plate to a 24-well plate. a. Culture aspiration from a MIC
plate using filter-tips fixed at alternate positions of a 12-channel Pipetman. b. Twenty-four-well plate: Row-
wise dispensing into a 24-well plate. Two compounds/row, with a 10c-DR each: e.g., Row A: Compound#1 =
2–11 wells and Compound#2 = 14–23 wells (1 & 13 = media control, 12 & 24 = culture control). One plate of
24 wells = data for 2 compounds (10c-DR) for 1 row of MIC plate: The left half of the 24-well plate contains the
1st compound (#2 to 11), and the right half contains the 2nd compound (#14 to 23). c. A picture of a spot-
assay in a 24-well plate: colony morphology and countable colonies (e.g., rifampicin on the left half and
isoniazid on the right half of the plate).

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0117577.g002
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7. MBC90 studies inM. tuberculosis
Following the Biomek automation in the BSL3 setup with the WT strain for Mtb, we applied

the method to perform MBC90 studies. The MIC againstM. tuberculosis clinical isolates (both
drug-susceptible and single-drug-resistant strains) was determined using the same protocol as
described above. The effects of a select set of 4 compounds from an advanced project were test-
ed on a large panel of Mtb strains (n = 20), including sensitive, SDR, laboratory and clinical iso-
lates, using spot-assays under BSL3 containment.

8. Applying the spot-assay to kinetic screens in Mtb
The final objective of the high-throughput spot-assay was its application to kinetic screens

for selecting cidal targets as follows: 1) first, we measured the killing kinetics of rifampicin at 0,
3, 7 and 14-day intervals, and the results of the spot-assay were compared vs. the conventional
method reported earlier [18] to check the feasibility; 2) finally, the spot-assay was applied to the
survival kinetics of Mtb AS-RNA gene silencing to differentiate cidal vs. static targets. To
achieve this result, the AS-RNA construct of Mtb polyphosphate kinase (ppk) from our previous
study was used [16,17]. A concept validation of the spot-assay for the AS-RNA survival kinetics
in Mtb was performed using ppk-AS in triplicate. The outcome was compared against the con-
ventional data that was reported earlier [17]. The cfu data were plotted in GraphPad Prism
ver.4.0 to analyze the kinetic graphs. To strengthen the utility of spot-assays for kinetic screens,
we selected 2 more targets, namely, phosphopantetheine adenylyl transferase (coaD) and uridy-
late kinase (pyrH). The coaD and pyrH genes of Mtb were freshly cloned, and the survival kinet-
ics of both AS cultures were measured in triplicate by using spot-assays at days 0, 3, 10, 17, 28
and 35. At the end of an incubation period of 3–4 weeks at 37°C, bacterial survivors were enu-
merated for cfu and the data were plotted vs. the conventional plating data for comparison.

Results
1. The minimum culturable volume for spotting on 24-well agar beds

A good concordance of the cfu data was observed, whether the total 100μl volume was plat-
ed on one plate, or divided on multiple plates. The total number of colonies obtained from
100μl of plated volume or, e.g., the sum of colonies from 1.56μl plated in 64 wells (or 3.12μlX32
= 100μl and so on), was similar, suggesting that any volume within this range could be optimal
for spotting (Fig. 3a). Parallel cfu data obtained from conventional Petri plates corroborated
the results of the 24-well spot-assay (Fig. 3a). Hence, a convenient volume of 25μl was selected
for spotting onto 24-well agar plates for all studies.

2. Drug carry-over
The MICs of the reference drugs RIOE on Msm ATCC607 strain were 16, 2, 0.125 and

1μg/ml respectively. The next step of the validation was to rule out any drug carry-over to 24-
well agar beds. i) Bioassay: No zone of inhibition was observed on Msm lawns in Petri plates
with any of the five drugs (RIOST), even when tested at the highest concentrations (64, 8, 8, 2
and 16μg/ml). ii) cfu enumeration: No differences in the cfu outcomes from isoniazid-exposed
and ‘no-drug’ culture control samples or those plated on either 24-well beds or conventional
Petri plates were observed (Fig. 3b). Hence, no drug carryover was observed in the 25-μl ali-
quots that were transferred to set up the spot-assay.

3. Spot-MBC in Msm and Mtb using the reference drugs RIOE
The cfu results from three independent experiments in the Msm spot-assay, each of which

was performed in triplicate, were plotted, and the MBC (�2log10 cfu reduction) was extrapolat-
ed from the starting cfu as shown in Fig. 4a. All four reference drugs exhibited a good 10c-DR
(Fig. 4a). The method also confirmed the MIC, as indicated by the vertical solid lines (Oflx
0.125μg/ml, Emb 1μg/ml, Inh 2μg/ml and Rif 16μg/ml) in Fig. 4a. The MBC was taken as a
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�2log10 cfu reduction from the starting cfu and is represented by dotted vertical lines. The
comparative MBC of RIOE against Msm was Oflx (0.5–1μg/ml), Emb (2–4μg/ml), Inh
(4–8μg/ml) and Rif (�128μg/ml). The starting cfu was 1.5X104/25μl (4.6X105/ml), and the
MBC, shown as a�2log10 reduction in 1.15X102cfu/25μl (3.45X103cfu/ml), is indicated by a
horizontal dotted line. The MBC data obtained from the spot-assay correlated well with the
conventional plating data for all four drugs (RIOE, Fig. 4b). The spot-assay-based data on all
four drugs were consistent, as supported by the minimal variation in three independent experi-
ments. The data exhibited a good correlation with the standard cfu-based MBC method
(Fig. 4b). The initial validation method for Msm, with consistent inter- and intra-assay robust-
ness, suggested high confidence in the spot-assay. Hence, the spot-assay validated for Msm was
implemented for Mtb. The spot-assay could be successfully replicated in Mtb (a single experi-
ment, in triplicate) with all 4 RIOE drugs and data plotted (mean and SEM) (Fig. 4c).

Fig 4. Spot-assay correlation in Msm. To check suitability of the assay. a.MBC correlation showing inter-
assay variability (n = 3) in the cfu-based assay in a 25-μl volume in Msm using RIOE. b. Correlation of spot
vs. cfu in Msm for RIOE. MBC values were deduced from this finding (a.) and were compared with the data
obtained by the conventional method. The spot-assay MBC of four RIOE reference drugs on Msm was
compared with the standard cfu-based plating assay. Cfu-based MBC: Minimum concentration that yielded a
�2 log10 reduction from the starting cfu. Spot-based MBC: Minimum concentration that resulted in no growth
(NG) or countable colonies (upto 30 colonies). The data for all four drugs correlated well for both methods
(Fig. 5b). c. Correlation of spot vs. cfu of Mtb for RIOE. This method was subsequently replicated in Mtb for
all four RIOE reference drugs.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0117577.g004

Fig 3. Optimisation of assay conditions. Initial assay optimization was done in Msm: a. Minimum
culturable volume in Msm: Msm culture was dispensed in 1.56-μl aliquots (1.56μlX64) multiple times, up to
50μl twice (50μlX2), on 24-well agar beds and conventional plates. The sum of the cfu obtained for each
volume was plotted. The parallel lines of the cfu data plotted against the plating volumes confirmed that there
was no variation in the net bacterial counts obtained from plating different volumes. Hence, the 25-μl volume
was selected. b. Drug carry-over assay in Msm: Untreated and isoniazid-treated samples yielded a similar
number of cfus. Isoniazid exposure yielded similar bacterial counts from both the conventional and 24-well
spot-assay over a range of concentrations up to 16 μg/ml.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0117577.g003
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After manually completing the validation, an automation setup was established in the BSL3
facility. A Biomek-2000 liquid handling system was calibrated and housed in a customized bio-
safety cabinet in the BSL3 facility to conduct experiments on the Mtb pathogen. This system
enabled the handling of multiple Mtb strains (sensitive/drug-resistant Mtb) for testing large-
compound libraries in the BSL-3 setting.

4. A spot-assay for screening the compound library in Mtb
The high-throughput spot-assay was used to determine the MBC of a set of 250 compounds

in parallel with the standard plating method in the BSL3 facility. As a result, 179/250 (71%)
compounds exhibited MBC according to the gold-standard cfu plating method, and 189/250
(75%) exhibited MBC according to the spot-assay. There was consistency in the MBC detected
in the two methods because 173 (91.5%) were MBC-positive according to both methods. The
MBC response was distributed across the entire 10c-DR range (0.1μM to 60μM); however,
most compounds (~80%) were distributed between 7.5μM and 60μM. An analysis using the
Spotfire software revealed an excellent positive correlation (r2 = 0.808) between the spot and
manual MBC (Fig. 5a). Among the MBC-positive compounds, 99.2% showed good consisten-
cy, with variations limited to within 4-fold (only 2 compounds exhibited an 8-fold variation).

A critical evaluation of isoniazid controls from each assay plate was performed using Man-
hattan analysis to strengthen the validation. The results suggested highly consistent and repro-
ducible MBC values (within 2-fold variations) for isoniazid across all of the plates that were
screened (Fig. 5b,c). The QC data of the isoniazid drug confirmed the robustness of the spot
MBC assay.

5. The application of the spot-assay to MBC90 studies
The adoption of automation in the BSL3 facility enabled the opportunity to screen even a

larger panel of drug-sensitive and drug-resistant Mtb clinical isolates in a high-throughput
manner. The liquid handling system enhanced the speed, precision and bio-safe handling of
drug-resistant pathogens. A set of 4 selected bactericidal compounds were tested against 20
Mtb strains and simultaneously enabled a rapid and precise determination of the MBC90

against multiple strains (Table 1).
The spot-assay enabled the reporting of MBC90 data in a high-throughput manner for the

first time in the literature. The validation of various steps in the method and of the necessary
instrumentation led to the development of an efficient, ergonomic and economical (EEE) MBC
screening tool that was compliant with bio-safety (BSL3 level) containment constraints and
can lead to the faster identification of bactericidal compounds for the slow-growing pathogen
Mtb, right from its earliest discovery.

6. Applying the spot-assay to kinetic screens

Fig 5. Spot-assay correlation in Mtb and the Manhattan analysis. The spot-assay was replicated in Mtb
for RIOE. a. An MBC correlation between the spot-assay and the conventional method: A strong
positive correlation (r2 = 0.808). b & c: The Manhattan analysis of isoniazid-treated reference controls
exhibited variation within the 2-fold in the spot-assay (b) and conventional MBCmethods (c).

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0117577.g005
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The killing kinetics of rifampicin by spot-assay showed agreement with the conventional
assay data that was reported earlier (data not shown) [18]. This milestone encouraged the fur-
ther application of the spot-assay toward our final goal of performing survival kinetic screens
for Mtb by using AS-RNA as a tool for target validation. The survival kinetics data obtained by
spot-assay for Mtb ppk-AS demonstrated overlapping graph trends vs. the conventional assay
and showed a>2log10 reduction in the cfu on day 35. Similar confirmatory kinetics results
were observed for coaD and pyrH when subsequently tested. The spot-assay was able to con-
firm the data for both cidal (ppk and pyrH) and static (coaD) targets in the kinetics screen.
Based on these data, the target cidality could be rated as ppk>pyrH, and the coaD target was
confirmed as static by both methods. These target essentiality data matched those of previous
reports [19]. This concordance of spot-assay results with the gold-standard plating method
confirmed the strength of the assay. The spot-assay readout of AS cultures (ppk, coaD and
pyrH) exhibited robust overlapping survival kinetic profiles vs. the conventional plating meth-
od (Fig. 6) across time intervals [16,17], with a strong positive correlation (two-tailed P values,
<0.001 for all three AS data sets; and Pearson’s correlation for ppk r2 = 0.693, pyrH r2 = 0.920
and coaD r2 = 0.856). The results confirmed the applicability of the spot-assay and its precision
in complex kinetic screens, whether they involved genetically manipulated cultures or were
perturbed by compound inhibition in a high-throughput manner.

Discussion
Mycobacterium tuberculosis is an extremely successful pathogen that has developed the ability
to hide, undergo dormancy, and reactivate in the host. The successful eradication of TB

Table 1. MBC90 studies: MBC90 testing on M. tuberculosis (sensitive and drug-resistant isolates) is possible.

MBC90 studies for project compounds (MBC μg/ml)

S.No. Mtb strains Cmpd.#1 Cmpd.#2 Cmpd.#3 Cmpd.#4 INH

1 Mtb-Rv 2 2 2 2 1μg/ml

2 Mtb-JCT 2 4 16 32

3 Mtb-ERD 4 2 16 8

4 Mtb-BEIJI 8 16 32 32

5 Mtb-HARL 8 4 64 64

6 Mtb-DKU-76 2 2 4 4

7 Mtb-DKU-97A 0.5 0.3 0.5 16

8 Mtb-DKU-211 8 8 16 16

9 Mtb-DKU-220 1 1 2 2

10 Mtb-35811 32 16 8 16

11 Mtb-TN14149 4 4 8 16

12 Mtb-HN878 4 8 16 16

13 Mtb-SA161 4 4 4 16

14 Mtb-SA310 32 16 4 32

15 Mtb-SJ396 8 8 16 4

16 Mtb-35820 4 16 16 32

17 Mtb-S6570 8 8 4 8

18 Mtb-I35822 8 8 32 16

19 Mtb-I2253 1 2 8 4

20 Mtb-O12119 4 4 4 8

Data MBC90 value 8μg/ml 16μg/ml 32μg/ml 32μg/ml 1μg/ml

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0117577.t001
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requires cidal therapeutics to eliminate the various physiological forms of the bacteria hiding
in privileged niches. Additionally, the highly infectious and slow-growing nature of Mtb repre-
sents substantial challenges to bacteriologists. Laboratory-associated infections were docu-
mented as early as 1960, but a major category of subjects had an unknown origin of
transmission. Realizing the seriousness of this finding, in 1969, Arnold Gerhard Wedum [4] in-
troduced bio-safety guidelines and categorized various etiological agents on the basis of bio-
hazard (or bio-safety categories 1,2,3, or 4) capability. Mtb was classified as a BSL-3 pathogen,
which requires special bio-containment (BSL3) because of its aerosol transmissibility.

Stringent requirements for bio-safety precautions and for the engagement of resources to
test large and diverse chemical libraries for bactericidal activity under BSL3 disciplines are
major impediments to the discovery of much-needed new mycobactericidal agents. However,
alternate options for high-throughput WCS with avirulent mycobacterial surrogates (Msm or
M. bovis BCG) with MABA or reporter-gene (lux or GFP) strains have been reported with lim-
ited success [8–11]. These screens determine the MIC and select only the growth-inhibitory
compounds that extrapolate the killing potential of compounds but may or may not kill Mtb at
all, unless confirmed to be bactericidal in nature. In fact, none of these screening strategies spe-
cifically selects bactericidal compounds. Therefore, the methods used to select bactericidal
compounds in the early discovery stages would be of immense value. The true cidality (vs. via-
bility) of these compounds can be determined only from cumbersome, agar-based cfu enumer-
ation screens [13].

Here, we report the validation of a high-throughput spot-assay that can directly select bacte-
ricidal compounds in BSL3 facilities that comply with all bio-safety guidelines. Although this
high-throughput spot-assay does not reduce the incubation time, it can considerably enhance
the capacity to screen large compound libraries and select cidal compounds by using quantita-
tive data output. The spot-assay is relatively simpler and works on the principle of viability.
Hence, we could develop a robust cidality screen with a panel of RIOE reference drugs. The ini-
tial proof-of-concept validation in Msm (a fast-growing saprophyte that does not require BSL3
for handling) enabled multiple studies with more replicates and the rapid incorporation of
modifications into the screen. Msm results could be successfully replicated in Mtb, with excel-
lent MBC correlation between the spot-assay and conventional cfu-based readouts. The perfor-
mance of the spot-assay for Mtb raised no bio-safety concerns.

Furthermore, an excellent correlation in cidality was observed when a set of 250 compounds
were tested in Mtb by automated high-throughput spot-assay in parallel with the gold-standard
plating method. The assay enormously increased the screening capacity, reduced the Mtb

Fig 6. Kinetic screen-spot vs. conventional assay. The survival kinetics of all three Mtb-AS target genes
(ppk, pyrH and coaD) demonstrated quantitative cidality in real time on different days. All findings are
reproducible and exhibit comparable overlapping graphs (two-tailed P values<0.001 for all three AS data),
with a strong positive correlation (ppk r2 = 0.693, pyrH r2 = 0.920 and coaD r2 = 0.856).

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0117577.g006
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exposure risk, and reduced the additional burden of laborious experiments under BSL3 con-
straints. A strong positive correlation with excellent QC data, as analyzed by a Manhattan test,
further strengthened our confidence in the spot-assay. One of the major problems observed in
myco-bacteriology is the translation of MIC to MBC. Even an extensive lead optimization ef-
fort may fail to yield MBC-positive compounds. To overcome this challenge, the spot-assay en-
ables the direct selection of bactericidal compounds, which would substantially reduce the
attrition of in vivo translation. Our objective was to validate a cidality screen using the spot-
assay; hence, we strategically tested a library of 250 ‘known inhibitory compounds’ (single
point, at 30μM) on Mtb. Only 1 of 250 compounds lost its inhibition, which might have been
caused by solubility issues and was also later reflected in the MBC values. Such minor varia-
tions of<10% compounds in early discovery may be attributed to their non-optimized physi-
cal properties. Spot-assays could efficiently differentiate static vs. cidal compounds in addition
to confirm the MIC (Fig. 4a).

A high proportion (189/250 compounds, or 75.6%) of compounds exhibited MBC/cidality
because these compounds were selected from the single-point inhibition screen as known in-
hibitors of Mtb. Of this 75.6% of the MBC-positive group, 91.53% of the compounds over-
lapped (within a 4-fold variation) in both methods, i.e., the spot and the conventional plating
methods. Of the remaining 24.4% (61/250) of the ‘non-MBC category compounds’ from the
spot-assay, 90.16% (55/61) of the compounds were consistent across both methods. The spot-
assay is simple to perform and lacks any bio-safety concern; hence, spotting an entire dose
range also allows for the extensive and comparative grading of bactericidality beyond the
2log10 killing. The entire cidality spectrum can be measured by spot-assay. Isoniazid (as 2 QC/
plate), which is a selective mycobacterial inhibitor, ruled out any contamination in the entire
screening process from the minimal manual interventions involved.

Following the validation of the spot-assay’s ability to handle large compound libraries, we
applied a strategy for handling a large number of Mtb strains to perform MBC90 studies with a
concept similar to that of the MIC90. The MBC90 studies could be performed comfortably with
the advantage that the spot-assay essentially does not require any strain modifications, and it
could be performed on any strain/isolate. The spot-assay is convenient, automated and less
hazardous under BSL3 constraints, and it does not require any dilutions or plating steps, except
for spotting 25μl of culture onto 24-well agar beds. Data enumeration is also possible using
closed plates without opening the lids. This setup enabled the comfortable testing of 20 clinical
isolates (including drug-resistant isolates) simultaneously in a high-throughput manner. Bio-
hazardous aerosol formation (sensitive/MDR/XDR clinical isolates) is reduced substantially,
improving individual safety. This report is the first to use the MBC90 concept demonstration
on highly infectious pathogens such as Mtb.

Furthermore, because the readout for the spot-assay is viability, we could apply it to evaluate
Mtb survivors from the cumbersome kinetic screens. The essentiality of drug targets under in-
vitro and in-vivo conditions helped to establish the targets’ relevance to the disease. Target
modulation using various chemical inhibitors or genetic silencing (antisense RNA, siRNA etc.)
has been reported previously by our group [18,16,17]. A good correlation of data from a rifam-
picin killing kinetic screen in Mtb by the spot-assay vs. the conventional cfu assay encouraged
us to implement the spot-assay for selecting cidal targets using Mtb gene silencing. The spot-
assay could successfully demonstrate the gene-silencing effects and confirm the cidality
(ppk>pyrH) as well as the static nature of these targets. The resulting target essentiality data
are consistent with the published reports [19]. An excellent correlation of survival kinetics
trends for spot-assay vs. cfu enumeration of 3 genes, namely ppk, pyrH and coaD, corroborated
its suitability for measuring the effect of genetic silencing as well. Hence, this validated HTS
platform helped in the selection of more vulnerable targets in a simultaneous and reproducible
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manner. Although this method certainly has advantages for anti-mycobacterial compound
screening in BSL-3 facilities, it can, in principle, be applied to any colony-forming organisms
(prokaryotes and yeasts). This system has the capacity to test the entire 10c-DR, and a visual
(or picture archive) examination of the 24-well MBC plate gives direct information on multiple
factors: it simultaneously enables a rapid marking of MBC from a well containing�30 colo-
nies, the grading of the equipotent compounds, and a comparison of cidal targets, especially in
the kinetic screens. Our studies clearly demonstrate a multipurpose use of the spot-assay in
identifying bactericidal compounds and cidal targets in a high-throughput format in BSL3 set-
tings. This assay will have a major impact on the discovery of novel anti-TB therapeutics.

Most importantly, the high-throughput spot-assay is simple, resource saving, and efficient,
economical, and ergonomic (EEE) and has the potential to impact the turn-around time
(Table 2) for selecting cidal anti-TB compounds/cidal Mtb targets without any bio-safety con-
cerns. The assay will considerably improve the design-make-test-analyze (DMTA) cycle in TB
drug discovery, which is a very long process because of the inherent nature of the organism.
Moreover, given that many drug discovery programs fail due to a lack of cidal compounds or
because of the inability to add cidality following synthesis, the spot-assay may enable the selec-
tion of cidal compounds and a faster progression into PK and animal studies.

Conclusions
In this manuscript, we provide the first report on the development and validation of a cfu-
based high-throughput spot-assay to enumerate pathogens such asM. tuberculosis in a BSL3
facility. This high-throughput method is bio-safety-compliant and selects myco-bactericidal
compounds in a miniaturized, 24-well format. We answered two critical questions that were in-
strumental for achieving the desired precision and throughput: 1) what is the minimum culture
volume to spot; and 2) is there any drug carry-over during this process? The assay was validat-
ed with RIOE reference drugs. We were able to select bactericidal compounds in a high-
throughput manner from a set of 250 compounds. Furthermore, the application of the spot-
assay could determine, for the first time, the MBC90 (which is more meaningful than the
MIC90) on Mtb for sensitive and resistant clinical isolates. The spot-assay described here has
the potential to identify not only cidal compounds from large-compound libraries but also
cidal targets by AS-RNA gene silencing in kinetic survival screens.
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